Oak Class – Summer 1
Art

Topic - Geography

Science

Coasts

Living Things and Their Habitats

Anthony Gormley


Investigate the famous



his work.




living things that do not fit

Evaluate coastal erosion and

into these groups e.g. microorganisms such as bacteria
and yeast, and toadstools and

time.


mushrooms.

Explain what a tsunami is and



why they occur.

Music
Listen to, evaluate and
perform a range of different
musical compositions.





backbones (vertebrates); and

Conduct fieldwork as to the

those that do not

impact of humans on coastal

(invertebrates).

environments.



amphibians; reptiles; birds; and
mammals. Each group has
common characteristics.

school into a smart school using



data collection and transfer.

including insects, spiders,
snails and worms.


What is Ramadan? How is Eid

plants; and non-flowering

What is Halal? How does

follow their faith today?


How can we tackle
Islamophobia? Does the media
show Islam in a balanced
way?



plants.

PE

Muslim family life show their
How do modern Muslims

Plants can be divided broadly
into two main groups: flowering

celebrated?

belief in the Qur’an?

Invertebrates can be divided
into a number of groups,

RE



Vertebrates can be divided into
five small groups: fish;

- To design a system for turning a



Animals can be divided into two
main groups: those that have

habitats can be found there.

Computing



Plants can make their own food
whereas animals cannot.

Investigate how coastal areas
support wildlife and what



Plants and animals are two
main groups but there are other

that this has on coasts over

own sculpture in the



Be able to describe different

longshore drift and the impact

Design and build our

Gormley.



physical features of a coast.


style of Anthony

characteristics.

and the world.

key messages behind

Living things can be formally
grouped according to

coastal destinations in the UK

sculpture Anthony
Gormley and understand



Find and locate the most famous



Mr Mason will teach us
athletics on a Monday and

PSHE

Friday afternoon as well
as a Tuesday morning.



Investigating what affects mental
health and ways to take care of it;
managing change and loss.

